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Card Safe™|Mini

Features
3 Multi Card
Compartments

Anti Static
Inner Material

Shock
Resistant

Dustproof

Waterprotected

Foats

Viewing Windows

Connector

Size & Weight
KG

KG

Weight
35 gramm

Outer measurements
WHD: 98 x 12 x 51 mm

Colours & Art.No.
Onyx

Iceblue

Neon

Rosso

Suitable for

MMC

SDMini

RSMMC

The Card Safe™ Basic Slim proves that bigger-sized memory cards
can be stored discreetly and safely at the same time – and kept in a
shirt pocket or even a small lady’s handbag. Because the Basic Slim
is indeed the slimmest of all Card Safes™. It has two compartments
for memory cards such as Compact Flash, Memory Stick or MMC.
Although its being slim, the Card Safe™ Basic Slim offers the full
range of features: like the other safes, it offers protection against
weather, dust and electrostatic effects. Thanks to its transparent
windows, it also helps users to organize the memory cards stored
inside.
The Card Safe™ Slim is available in onyx.

Features
2x

2 Multi Card
Compartments

Anti-Static
Inner Material

Shock
Resistant

Waterprotected
Dustproof

Floats

Viewing Windows

Ergonomic Lock

Size & Weight
KG

KG

Weight
39 gramm

Outer measurements
WHD: 98 x 14 x 66 mm

Colours & Art.No.

#3853 #3853-02 #3854 #3853-03

SD

Because of its small size, the Card Safe™ Mini is your everyday companion. All the same, you can store several different memory cards
within. The Mini is especially fit for the smaller types of memory
cards such as XD, SD, MMC, RS-MMC, SD-Mini and Memory Stick
Duo. This makes it the ideal accessory for your MP3-Player or your
mobile phone enabling you to carry home even more mobile phone
snapshots or listen to more chart hits on the road. The Mini protects
the memory cards against humidity, dust and electrostatic charge.
Through its transparent window, you
can see at a glance, which memory
cards are stored where. Fix the
Card Safe with the connector at
your camera bag or keep it trendy
with a lanyard.
With the Mini, you can show your
colours: available in unobstrusive
onyx, blazing neon or the new
trend colours ice blue and
rosso, the Card Safe™
Mini fits your
individual
taste.

Card Safe™|Basic Slim

Onyx

Iceblue Mandarin

#3852 #3852-02 #3852-04

Suitable for
Memory
Stick Duo

XD

CF
(Type I)

Smart
Media

MMC

SD

Memory
Stick
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Card Safe™|Basic

Card Safe™|Basic Duo

Features

The Basic Duo features two card compartments in which CF, SD,
MMC, Memory Stick or Smart Media memory cards can be safely
stored.
It ideally fits compact digital cameras, mobile phones with integrated
camera and other multimedia devices. The Basic Duo is weatherproof,
protects against dust and static charge and has two practical viewing
windows. If dropped into water, it automatically floats. Neckstraps
can be fixed at the Basic Duo’s connector, enabling users to carry it
wherever they go: on holiday, downtown, skating or biking. The Basic
Duo is available in three trendy colours: onyx, iceblue or mandarin.

4x

4 Multi Card
Compartments

Anti-Static
Inner Material

Shock
Resistant

Dustproof
Waterprotected

Floats

Viewing Windows

Ergonomic Lock

The Card Safe™ Basic is the allround talent within the Card Safe™
product family. It discreetly stores bigger-sized memory cards such
as Compact Flash, Memory Stick or MMC. Thus, the Basic is the ideal
accessory for all users of digital photo and video cameras.
Inside the Card Safe™ Basic, memory cards are protected against zhe
weather and dust as well as electrostatic charge. Four compartments
offer space for several different memory cards. Through the transparent windows, users can directly see which card is kept in which
compartment.

Features
2x

2 Multi Card
Compartments

Anti-Static
Inner Material

Shock
Resistant

Waterprotected
Dustproof

Floats

Viewing Windows

Ergonomic Lock

Connector

Size & Weight
Size & Weight
KG

KG

KG

Weight
30 gramm

KG

Weight
62 gramm

Outer measurements
WHD: 98 x 21 x 66 mm

Colours & Art.No.
Onyx

Colours & Art.No.
Onyx

Outer measurements
WHD: 50 x 20 x 66 mm

Iceblue Mandarin

#3857-10 #3857-12 #3857-14

Iceblue Mandarin

#3856 #3856-02 #3856-04

Suitable for

Suitable for
CF
(Type I)
CF
(Type I)

CF
(Type II)

SD

Smart
Media

Smart
Media
MMC

MMC

CF
(Type II)

SD

Memory
Stick

Memory
Stick
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Card Safe™|Extreme

Card Safe™|Extreme Combi

Features

From the outside, the Card Safe™ Extreme Combi looks exactly like
its twin brother, the Card Safe™ Extreme. Inside, you can see the
differences: The Extreme Combi has two compartments for biggersized memory cards and one compartment to safely store a battery
or other smaller parts.
Because: What’s the use of living through the best moments if the
battery is empty and the backup battery
has become wet? The battery compartment is sized 49 x 32 x 10 mm and
is suitable for different types of
batteries.

4x

4 Multi Card
Compartments

Anti-Static
Inner Material

Crushproof

Dustproof

Waterproof

Floats

Connector

Viewing Windows

Ergonomic Lock

Stainless Steel Pin

Size & Weight
KG

Features
2x

2 Multi Card
Compartments*

Anti-Static
Inner Material

Crushproof

Dustproof

Waterproof

Floats

Connector

Viewing Windows

Ergonomic Lock

Stainless Steel Pin

* plus additional compartment for a battery or other accessories (size:
49x32x10mm). If this part is to be used for memory cards it holds
2 Compact flash.

Size & Weight
KG

KG

Heavy weight
90 gramm

Outer measurements
WHD: 99 x 24 x 77 mm

Iceblue

#3861 #3861-02

KG

Heavy weight:
90 gramm

Outer measurements
WHD: 99 x 24 x 77 mm

Colours & Art.No.

Colours & Art.No.
Onyx

Sailing close to the wind or climbing right to the top: the Card Safe™
Extreme is ready for everything. It is the top of the range of all Card
Safe™ products. Like all other Card Safes™ it protects memory cards
against dust, humidity, shock and electrostatic charge. In addition, it
is waterproof and it floats fully loaded with memory cards - thus
fit for the next adventure trip on the ocean or the river. To ensure its
outdoor quality, the Extreme has a reinforced hinge with a stainless
steel pin and a connector to fix it at the belt or the camera bag.
Inside the Card Safe™ Extreme you’ll find four compartments for
bigger-sized memory cards such as Compact Flash or Memory Stick.
The Card Safe™ Extreme adapts to its surrounding in unobtrusive
onyx or sticks out in blazing neon. Following current trends, it is now
also available in ice blue and rosso.

Onyx

Neon

Rosso

#3862

#3861-03

#3867

Suitable for

Suitable for
CF
(Type I)
CF
(Type I)

CF
(Type II)

SD

Smart
Media

Smart
Media
MMC

MMC

CF
(Type II)

SD

Memory
Stick

Accessory

Memory
Stick
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Find the right Card SafeTM for your memory card:

Card SafeTM special features:

Secure Digital Card
(SD)

Viewing window
Easy organization
and content control

Mini Secure Digital
(Mini SD)

Multi Media Card
(MMC)

Reduced Size MMC
(RS MMC)

xD Picture Card
(xD)

Mini 3x

Mini 3x

Unique MultiCard Insert
Combine various memory cards
in one box

Anti-Static material
Protects your valuable memory
cards from being erased or damaged
due to static discharge

Ergonomic and strongly
designed lock
Easy handling and
safe closure every time

Connector
For adress card or hand strap
and safety accessories

Mini
Basic
Basic Slim
Basic Duo
Extreme
Extreme Combi

3x
4x
2x
2x
4x
2x

Mini
Basic
Basic Slim
Basic Duo
Extreme
Extreme Combi

Mini 3x

3x
4x
2x
2x
4x
2x

Floats
Gives you total
safety at the pool, on
the beach or a boat

Compact Flash (CF) Compact Flash (CF) Memory Stick/Pro Memory Stick (Pro) Duo Smart Media Card
Type II /Microdrive
Type I
(MS)
MS Duo
(SM)

Reinforced hinge
with stainless steel pin
Designed for extreme conditions
and long lasting operation

Watertight/Dustproof
For extreme temperature and
humidity variations

Shock Resistant
Heavy duty outer material and special insert
material guarantees absolute protection

Basic
Basic Slim
Basic Duo
Extreme
Extreme Combi

4x
2x
2x
4x
4x

Basic
Basic Duo
Extreme
Extreme Combi

2x
1x
2x
2x

Basic
Basic Slim
Basic Duo
Extreme
Extreme Combi

4x
2x
2x
4x
4x

Mini 3x

Basic
Basic Slim
Basic Duo
Extreme
Extreme Combi

Please note: The features listed above are features of the Card Safe Extreme.
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4x
2x
2x
4x
2x

Contact us:

Gepe Produkte AG
P.O. Box 4313
Baarerstrasse 43
CH-6304 Zug
Switzerland
Tel.: +41-41-7117588
Fax: +41-41-7112870
e-mail: info@gepe.com

www.gepecardsafe.com

